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Ofiicial Publication of the Students of Hope College at Holland, Michigan

Annual Bosch Award
Goes To Van Wingen
Tom Van Wingen, selected as the most valuable player of all MIAA
gridders, was presented with the Randall C. Bosch award in chapel
services yesterday morning. Collins Ottipoby, distance runner who
graduates in February, was presented an H-blanket for four years of
varsity competition.
The Bosch award, presented annually by Mr. Bosch to the most
valuable player in the conference, consists of a gold football in which is
set a diamond. Mr. Bosch, a Hope
graduate who now resides in Holland, is an ardent supporter of
Dutch athletic squads.
Van Wingen is the third Hope
gridder to win the coveted award.
Mr. Anthony Kooiker of the muNick Yonker was honored last year, sical faculty will be presented in
and Robert Powers was chosen in a piano recital, Wednesday night,
1940.
February 7, at 8:15 in the Chapel
Ottipoby has been a distance Auditorium. Mr. Kooiker is new
runner on the track squad for four on the faculty this year. He is a
years, and also a runner on the native of Hull, Iowa, and received
cross country team. He captained his Bachelor of Music degree in
the harriers in this, his final year 1942 from Northwestern Univerof collegiate running.
sity. Following this, he received
a fellowship to the Eastman School
of Music in Rochester, New York,
where he received his Master of
Music in New York City and was
a private student of pianist Dr.
Carl Friedberg of New York and
of Carl Weinrich, Professor of OrRadcliffe College, in affiliation gan at Princeton University. Kooiwith Harvard University, is offer- ker spent the summer of 1949 in
ing scholarships for both men and Europe, studying sonata repertory
women interested in earning the for violin and piano in Paris with
Master of Art's Degree under pro- Georges Enesco, world famous
grams preparatory to teaching. All Roumanian composer and conducscholarships will be awarded on tor.
principles governing the Harvard
Mr. Kooiker became a member
National Scholarships and Prize
of
the Music department at CenFellowships.
tral College in Pella, Iowa in 1943
Graduates of approved colleges
where he taught theory and piano
and scientific schools are eligible
for the Degree of Master of Arts for four years. While at Central
in teaching, taking courses de- he also conducted annual performsigned to provide preparation for ances of the Messiah, including
careers in public or independent the Community Chorus and Orchestra.
schools and junior colleges. AppliFrom 1947 to 1950 he completed
cations for women will be received
up to February 20, 1951, and for three seasons of coast-to-coast
tours, serving as accompanist for
men to March 1, 1951.
Albert
Spalding, internationally
Those interested may write to
the Director for the A.M.I. Pro- known violinist, and has appeared
gram at Radcliffe College, or con- as soloist in many parts of the
tact Mr. Wolters for further infor- United States.
mation.
Mr. Kooiker comes to us with
a wealth of musical experience and
his recital promises to be one of
the best on Hope's campus f o r a
long while. His program follows:

Kooiker To Give
Piano Concert

Radcliffe Offers
Scholarships For
Pre-Pedagogues

WAS Swings In+o
Action With Triple
Statement Of Aims

T o c c a t a in E M i n o r
Bach
F a n t a s y in D M i n o r
Adagio in B Minor
Mozart
Gitfue i n G M a j o r
S o n a t a in B F l a t M a j o r
(Opus PosthumouH)
Schubert
Molto moderate
A n d a n t e aostenuto
S c h e r z o : A l l e g r o v i v a c e con
delicatezza
Allegro, ma non t r o p p o
INTERMISSION
T w o R h a p s o d i e s , O p u s 79
Brahms
N o . 1 in B M i n o r
N o . 2 in G M i n o r
La t e r r u s e des a u d i e n c e s d u e c l a i r
de l u n e —
.....Debussy
Mouvements Perpetuals
Francis Poulenc

The Hope College World Adventure Series has begun its motion
picture program for the second se
mester of the 1950-51 school year.
As many of you know, the W.A.S.
has a three-fold purpose: 1) to
provide wholesome. Christian entertainment. 2) to present educational films for all ages. 3) to help
(1S99)
establish a peaceful world by supAssez modere
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porting CARE. This year is a year
Alerte
of decision for the whole world. P o e m s of t h e Sea
E r n e s t Bloch
(1880)
In it we as human beings will
Waves
Chanty
decide whether we will embark on
At Sea
a program of peace or war. It has
-Obeen said that the friendship established by one "personalized
CARE package does more in the
establishing good-will than $1,000
under the Marshall plan. The World
Adventure Series needs help, and
it is hoped that this year's motion
The Faculty Dames met Jan. 18
pictures will be thought-stimulatin Durfee Lounger Miss DePree,
ing and entertaining.
chairman of the meeting, showed
o
the film, "Living Silver," which
briefly showed one of the four
methods of hand raising silver.
"
O
* ; The demonstration was given by
The Public Relatiops Committee, Mr. William Bennett, one of
under the guidance of Mr. Clyde Britain's leading silversmiths and
Geerlings, held the first of their designers. Also shown was an exmonthly dinner meetings in the ample of ancient handwrought silsmall dining room in Durfee Base- ver from early Egyptian times
through contemporary design.
ment, Friday, January 12.
The meeting was held in an atA f t e r the film. Miss DePree extempt to clear up some of the con- plained how the Handy and Harfusion of duties which had resulted man Conferences were designed to
since this n e w c o m m i t t e e was create interest in handwrought
formed the beginning of this year. silver in America. She also anMr. Geerlings pointed out that the swered questions regarding the
members of this group although technical aspects of smithing.
sponsored by some campus group
are not necessarily held responsible for newsworthy items on that Billups Presents Review
society alone but should turn in all
Dr. Sinnia E. Billups presented
news that they can possibly garner. a play review to the American AsThose a t t e n d i n g the meeting sociation of Univeiaity Women on
were Mary Houtman, Bob Harper, Thursday evening. The* play was
Jack Boskoel, David Karsten, Bob one of the works of Philip Barry,
Van Dyke, Prof. S c h o o n , Ken American playwright entitled, "HoSmouse and Dr. Kleinheksel.
tel Universe."

Silversmith Gives
Demonstration To
Faculty Dames

PRC Meets, Eats
Each Month Now

The Library wishes to remind
the students that all overdue
books must be returned and all
fines paid before final semester
grades can be obtained and entrance into s e c o n d semester
classes allowed.

European Schools
Facilitate Summer
School Registration
The I n s t i t u t e of University
Studies Abroad has announced that
arrangements had been completed
with five famous European universities to ease summer school registration for American students.
By facilitating advance registration the Institute guarantees that
much confusion of past years will
be avoided.
In 1951 there are to be Summer
Schools at the Sorbonne, Madrid,
Fribourg, Oxford and at the University College, Dublin. The Institute is also making every effort to
see that any Americans interested
will be able to have proper transportation. Together with a wellknown travel agency, the Institute
has prepared a series of tours in
connection with the summer schools
in Europe, thus helping the students to get a background knowledge of Europe and its current
problems. This integration of both
factual and academic knowledge is
essential to a proper understanding
of the problems which beset our
times.

Ed. Opportunities
In Latin America
The Institute of International
Education has just announced the
establishment of four graduate fellowships for Americans by the
Brazilian Government. Both men
and women are eligible to apply
for study, especially in the fields
of Portuguese language, Brazilian
History, literature, and Brazilian
problems, as well as other research
subjects.
A stipend sufficient to cover
moderate living expenses, and a
round-trip air travel grant are
provided.
Because all applications should
be filed before February 15, 1951,
interested students should contact
Mr. Wolters at once.
A few opportunities for study in
connection with the Fullbright fellowships are still open in several
other Latin American countries.
Any U. S. citizen, having a bachelor's degree, or its equivalent, and
having initiated or completed some
graduate study, is eligible to apply.
Transportation to and from the
country is paid by the United
States Government. The receiving
government pays tuition and a
monthly maintenance allowance.
Interested students may see Mr.
Wolters for further information.
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Internat'l Night Penny Carnival To Aid
Planned By Alcor Care Book Program

On March 3 the Alcor society is
once again planning to present International Night in honor of the
foreign students and missionaries'
children on Hope Campus. President Connie Shilling has announced
that plans are underway in preparation for the event to be held in
the Juliana room of Durfee Hall.
A unique program is to be centered around colorful and typical
holidays in various countries, and
American food under the guise of
foreign names has been planned
for the banquet.
Anyone wishing to help on one
of the committees may contact the
following c h a i r m e n : p r o g r a m ,
Nancylee Cope and Jeanne Ver
Beek; food. Dee Freyling; publicity,
Nancy Vyverberg; tickets and programs, Connie McConnell; and decoration, Eleanor Robinson.
o

The annual Penny Carnival sponsored by the Women's
Activities League will be held in Carnegie gymnasium on
Friday, February 23. Mary Bond Olert is t h e chairman of t h e
event. The various organizations on campus will provide
carnival booths.
The purpose of the project is to earn money for the CARE
Book Program, a program designed to f u r n i s h books for the
colleges and universities whose libraries were destroyed by
war.

Mission Pledges
All those people living in
town are urgently requested to
pay their Mission Pledges. Many
boys are leaving for the service
with their pledges unpaid. This
is an obligation which all should
meet as soon as possible. There
will be a booth in the registration line on Friday and Saturday.

Fairchild Applies
To State Dept.
Latvian Violinist
For Home Position Presents Concert
Dr. Hawkinson, Head of the Department of History, has announced
that Don Fairchild, Hope College
senior,, has applied for a position
in home service with the Department of State. This program for
home service has recently been set
up to offer career opportunities
with the Department of State for
outstanding college graduates.
To be eligible, the student must
have taken the recently offered
Junior management and Social Science Assistant examination. College officials are then requested to
recommend outstanding students
from this number. An interim period of nine months will follow,
including special work and reports,
and periodic seminars and conference.
At the completion of the training
program, interns will be given permanent assignments to areas for
which they are best qualified.
o

Psych Majors Dine
A t Granberg Home
A dinner was held at the home
of Professor Lars Granberg last
Tuesday evening for the senior
Psychology majors of Hope. Mrs.
Granberg acted as hostess, and
special guest was Professor Haverkamp.
Students attending were Willare
Hockenza, Virginia Hesse, Lois
Nichols, Norman DeWolfe, Connie
Schilling, Duane Tellinghuizen, Eloise H i n k a m p , Eloise Ihrman,
Gerard VanWynan, Robert Winship and A1 Rauschenbach.

March of Dimes Provides
Funds For Research
Infantile paralysis is on the increase in the United States. The year,
1950, may well be the second worst polio year in the history of the
disease to date. Yet despite that grim notation in the ledger, there is
inscribed a brighter word which embodies faith, hope — and a great deal
of hard work.
That word is RESEARCH.
In the past 13 years, thanks to March of Dimes funds, polio research
has yielded more facts concerning the cruel epidemic disease than have
been brought to light in centuries.
Here are just a few samples: Scientists now know what causes the
disease — a virus or whole families of viruses. They didn't know much
about that before. They now know how to reproduce or grow the virus
in test tubes, using non-nervous tissue. That seemed impossible only a
couple of years ago. They now know that polio is by no means a rare
disease — that 80 to 90 per cent of the people have had it at one time
or another. And scientists, through fairly recent developments, have
now been able to scale down the fatality rate of the dreaded bulbar type
of polio. Add another credit to the research report card!
Scientists now are busy following every possible lead that may open
wide the doors to a means curing or preventing polio.
Since the establishment of the National Foundation f o r Infantile
Paralysis in 1938, the March of Dimes organization has authorized
nearly $9,000,000 for virus research alone.
I t is true that epidemic polio still stalks the land. But it is equally
true that through the March of Dimes, scientific research is gradually
unveiling the cloak of mystery which surrounds polio. The probing
spotlight of relentless investigation will ultimately stamp alongside
the word "polio" the notation: "conquered."

The CARE program has been developed in connection with UNESCO. New and badly needed scientific and technical books will be
sent to universities, libraries, medical centers and scientific institutions. Book losses during the war
were staggering, some libraries
losing 900,000 volumes. At present the list of countries to be
served includes Austria, Belgium,
Czechoslovakia, Finland, France,
the American, British and French
zones of Germany, Greece, Italy,
Japan, the Netherlands, Norway,
and The United Kingdom. At present CARE is negotiating for extension of the program to several
other countries.

On February 6
Professor Voldemars Rushevics
comes to America directly from his
native Latvia where he was professor of music at the Ltavian State
Academy and concertmaster of the
Riga National Symphony and the
Latvian Broadcasting Orchestras.
He toured extensively and with
outstanding s u c c e s s throughout
continental Europe and Great
Britain, both as solo violinist and
as leader of the Latvian String
Quartet.
Mr. Rushevics has been received
with enthusiastic popular acclaim
wherever he is presented in concert. His fine personality, his impeccable technique and excellent
interpretation combine to make his
programs of wide and significant
appeal. There is a rapidly growing
demand for Mr. Rushevics' talents
and Hope was very fortunate in
securing him for a concert. This
concert will be presented in the
Chapel auditorium during the assembly hour on Tuesday, February
6. All of the students should take
advantage of this opportunity to
hear one of the finest violinists in
the world today.
What makes this concert of even
more value to the students of Hope
is that next semester anyone interested will be able to take violin
lessons from Mr. Rushevics. He is
now a professor at Kalamazoo College and will take some pupils at
Hope. The College is making this
possible to all students by making
up the difference because it feels
that the opportunity is too great
to let it pass by.
o

French Paintings
Now On Exhibit
Following the two-week exhibit
of French drawings f r o m the Fogg
Museum at Cambridge, Massachusetts, the French Department is
displaying 29 reproductions of
paintings of the second half of the
nineteenth century, done by French
painters who exercised great influence over the writers of this period
in France. These artists were Degas, Manet, Monet, Seurat, Toulouse-Lautrec, Daumier, C o r o t,
Guys, and several others. The exhibit comes f r o m the Franco-American Audio-Visual Distribution Center in New York City.
The exhibit, which will be displayed until January 29, accompanies the study of French literature
of this period and illustrates in a
concrete way, the interests of both
the artists and the writers. The
pictures are revealing and explanatory of the literature dominated
by realism and symbolism.

Money Campaign
To Begin Shortly
At a reorganization meeting of
the Holland-Hope College Alumni
Club held in Durfee Hall, November 17, it was announced that Hope
College will embark on a million
dollar building program, starting
in Holland this year and extending
throughout the nation in 1952.
According to Dr. Lubbers, there
is to be an erection of a halfmillion dollar gymnasium which is
to be located on the eastern side
of the athletic field on the corner
of 12th Street and Columbia Avenue. The remaining portion of the
money will be used to pay off the
debt on the central heating plant
and to increase the endowment
fund.
Dr. Lubbers said that the board
has also given their stamp of approval upon the building of a new
dormitory to accommodate 150
men. This is to be built with government funds, when available, on
the corner of 10th and Columbia.

Pre-Med Student
Openings Available
The University of Michigan
School of Public Health has announced special courses available
to prospective pre-medical students
who have found it impossible to
gain immediate entrance into medical school. They have undergraduate curriculums leading to the
degree of Bachelor of Science in
Public Health, Health Administration for non-medical administrators
and Sanitary Science.
For a student who has completed
a pre-medical program at an accredited college, such as Hope,
regular graduate work is available
leading to a Master's Degree in
Public Health.
It is a wonderful opportunity
for students to remain in health
work, and still gain the experience
to place them in a well-paid position. Complete information is
available in the Counseling Office.

Hope and Calvin
Clash In Debate

ALCOR C O F F E E

Two members of the Hope College Debate Squad met a negative
team from -Calvin College in a
program f o r the Men's Society of
14th St. Christian R e f o r m e d
Church. The topic debated was
"Resolved: t h a t the Non-Communist Nations should form a new
international organization."

This afternoon, J a n u a r y 25, the
Alcor Honorary Society will serve
coffee to all faculty and students
at Durfee Hall from 3-5 p. m.
Everyone is welcome to come and
relax over a cup of coffee.

Jerry DeGraff and Margaret
Feldmann represented Hope College while Nicholas Waltersdorff
and Winston Boelkins represented
Calvin. Edith Teune of Hope College acted as chairman.
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Who's Pulling Strings,

Editorial Staff
Managing Editor
Dave Karsten
Associate Editors
Julia Bernius, Dave Hager
News Editor
James Pritchard
Feature Editor
Virginia Hesse
Sports Editor
;
Dick Kruizenga
Society Editor
Mary Houtman
Rewrite Editor
Barbara Bruins
Assistant Rewrite Editor
Mary Zweizig
Typists
Shirley Pyle, Marie Haldenwang, Ruth Slotsemu
Art Editor
William Sailer
Having just completed the last column, your old reporter had fond
Photographer
®ill Parsons hopes of settling down for a few weeks, waiting for a few answers to
Business Staff
our plea f o r student contributions, and gathering material for the next
Business Manager
Robert Van Dyke column. Then came the disillusionment! "Another column by next
Assistant Business Manager
Robert Henninges week" was the order of the day, direct from Editor Karsten. So, with
Advertising Manager
Edward Kerle a handful of "No-Nod" pills, a trusty typewriter, and some blank paper,
Circulation Manager
John Du Mez we shall attempt to bring to light the latest happenings on Hope's
Assistant Circulation Manager
Bob Stoppels campus.
»
*
*
News Reporters
B a r b a r a B a k e r . Dave B r e w e r . J i m B r o w n . J a c k Boetkool, Helen Enicvold. L a r r y F a The Garden Department
b u m n i . Don F a i r c h i l d . J a c k i e F e r r i s . Bob H a r p e r . L a v i n a H o g e v e e n , C a r l J o r d a n . E d i t h
The flower beds are still covered with a blanket of snow, but a few
K r e u n . Leroy Lovelace. George M a r i o n , M a x i n e M u l d e r , M a r g e Radcliff, Ted Stlckels.
Cathy W i n e s , B a r b a r a Wood.
have peeped through into the light of day, and should be distributed
Sports Reporters
before they have a chance to freeze. Over here we find a handful of
Dan H a g e r , J a c k C o r r y , R a y V e d d e r .
carnations, and we shall present them to P & M, and especially the
Advertising Staff
Betty Cross, J a m e s L o c h . Genevieve P i e t a r o . Shirley P y l e , Gae T i g e l a a r , E l a i n e V a n cast of "Papa Is AH", for their superb performance, and cabbage to
Tuinen. Marilyn Veldman, Barbara Wierenga. John Witte.
those responsible for not providing them with an auditorium big
enough to seat all who would like to come. And over there I see a few
Entered as second class matter at the post office of Holland, Michigan, orchids, the flower of romance. Surely they should go to Jeannine De
at special rate of postage provided for in section 1103 of Act of Boer, Cathy Sharp, Mary Houtman, Louise Loula, June Dunster, and
all the other young ladies now sporting "sparklers". And surely this
Congress, October 3, 1917, and authorized October 19, 1918.
last blossom is in store for Tom Van Wingen, in addition to last week's
Subscription Rate: $2.00 per year.
orchid, for being named "most valuable" not only on our team, but in
the M.I.A.A. as well.
•
»
»
Published by the students of Hope College every two weeks throughout
the school year, except during holidays or examination periods.
A Mite O'Malarky
With exams again hanging over our heads, your reporter would
PRINTED AT OLD NEWS PRINTERY
like to jump the gun a bit, and touch on a subject that rears its head
every year at this time. It seems that each examination week causes
many students to throw overboard the principles and ideals they carry
with them throughout the remainder of the year, and adopt the attitude that "anything goes". Without fail, the end of exam week brings
with it the annual chorus of complaints that certain individuals have
Would you think of going into your church at home and talking
not played the game according to the rules. This is especially evident
incessantly all during the service? Would you open your books and
in the science department, where a good mark may spell the difference
study when you received the call to worship? Would you remain seated
between success and failure in an attempt to gain acceptance to med
when the rest of the congregation rose to worship God through the
school. Cheating is an ugly word, wherever it appears, but in a
ministry of song? Would you immediately slouch into your seats with
Christian college, it is even more deplorable. Let's hope that everyone
your knees on the pew in front of you and go to sleep ? The thought of
displays a bit more of that admirable quality, honesty, this year, but if
doing a thing like that most likely would never enter your head, and it
not, the great majority of the student body who do abide by the rules
is most likely that you would think very unfavorably of any person
should see that these few offenders are not allowed to force their pracwho did such things. Yet, such conduct as that is common occurrence in
tices on the rest.
the morning chapel services. But, why should that be ? Is not the chapel
A word also on the Blue Key Fraternity might not be amiss. We
a House of God just as your home church is? Should not the feeling
have heard through the grapevine that the Blue Key held its national
of reverence and respect be just the same then?
convention in San Antonio, Texas, during the Christmas holidays. We
The excuse is given by many that the chapel service is held too early are also informed that the national organization offered to pay all
in the morning to be of much value to the sleepy student. Others have expenses for a delegate while at the convention, in addition to coach
said that the services are not made as interesting and inspiring as fare one way. But despite the great amount of time and effort donated
might be possible. Some students come right out and say that they by these men, both in the bookstore and in other campus projects, the
don't like the idea of having a service every day. In answer to these school could not see its way clear to furnish the remaining one-way
objections it must be remembered that the chapel committee is con- transportation so that a delegate from Hope College could attend the
stantly striving to improve the services so that they are as meaningful meeting. Perhaps such a miserly attitude makes these men wonder
as possible. Also it should be kept in mind that all students were whether the time they donate to the school is fully appreciated.
*
»
*
acquainted with the fact that daily chapel attendance was compulsory
even before they came to Hope College.
Grins and Guffaws
There are many students who do come to the chapel service each
It comes to our attention that women's styles change rapidly with
morning to find inspiration and to start otF the day with God. In view the passing of time. The bustle went its way, the flapper disappeared,
of this fact, it is only fair for those students who are at fault to be a and the short skirt has gone out. Now we're told the sweater girl is
little more thoughtful. Try to keep in mind that you are in the going out — a n d every night, too!
House of God, and even if you are not interested in the service, be a
RIME
little more considerate of those around you who are trying to listen.
If he parks his little flivver,
And why not make an attempt yourself to be a little more attentive?
Down beside the moonlit river.
Maybe you will find that the daily chapel service is just what you need
And you feel him ail a quiver.
to start the day off right. How about making it your resolution for
Baby, he's a wolf!
the next semester to attend chapel in the spirit of reverence?
J . B.
If he says that you're an eyeful.
And his heart pumps like a rifle,
And his hands begin to trifle.
Baby, he's a wolf!

To Those At Fault...

Too Pious? No Guts? Church Is
Only What You Make It To Be

So you're not sold on this church business, huh? Think church people
are a bunch of panty-waists and hymn-singers, eh? Say you know of
members backing down on their convictions, do you? Don't think
there's much use going to listen to a preacher talk pious phrases, eh?
Want more he-man stuff, do you?
Well, you're not testing the Church. The Church of the centuries is
testing you. It thrusts a challenge squarely into your laps, youth of
this generation. For you are the church. Granted, some may not live
up to all that might be expected of them. What are you doing to show
the world what church membership can really mean? Granted that
some may not practice brotherhood. What about you?
From earliest times, the people of Christ's Church have found themselves tested. Some were brave enough to walk into lion's jaws, rather

If he says you're gorgeous lookin'.
And your dark eyes are a'cookin'.
And your eyes aren't where he's lookin',
Baby, he's a wolf!
' If his arms are strong
And he stirs the gypsy
When he presses close
Baby, YOU'RE THE

as sinew.
in you,
agin' you,
WOLF!

In looking through back issues of the Anchor, we notice an article
concerning a lecture that we'd love to have heard. As I recall, one of
the well-known personages on campus talked on her "intimate experiences "Beyond the Hills".
By the way, have you noticed that since the men of the Blue Key,
Student Council, and other campus organizations have received their
"badge of office", many of the male element on campus who never
owned a key chain before, are now never seen without one?
Just a bit of advice in closing: Remember, before you lose your
temper at some one else's faults, count ten — ten of your own.
"Keith Stuart"

than give up their faith. Some have shown Christian stalwartness in
other ways, and perhaps even harder ones, in the arena of daily living.
Take John Wesley. Preached on street corners where the crowd turned
into a mob. "Knock out his brains! Down with him! Kill him!" Calmly, Kappa Delta Hears of
Wesley walked into the thickest of it with his message of love. Later
Summer Experiences
in his journal he wrote: "My heart was filled with love, my eyes with
Kappa Delta began its new year
tears, my mouth with arguments. They were amazed, they were
ashamed, they melted down, they devoured every word. I thank God with a- glance into past summers
for giving me such a congregation."
and a glimpse of what may be
He-man stuff, huh ?
done in those to come. The meet— He printed from the Adrian World
ing, "Summertime in My Heart,"
was under the chairmanship of
Louise
Loula. Marilyn Spackman
French Lit. Classes
led the devotional period.
Study Painting and A r t
The girls who enthralled their
The French l i t e r a t u r e classes
listeners with stories of work they
have been studying paintings and
have done in past summers were:
art. They have read about art of
Louella Rozeboom, who spoke on
France and have studied reproduc"Erie House" in Chicago; Elaine
tions of famous paintings.
Bolthouse on the National ConferBefore Christmas vacation there ence held at Camp Geneva this
was exhibited eight paintings rep- past summer; Carolyn Robinson on
resenting the poem, "Les Phares" Mont Lawn, camp for under-privi(The Beacons) by Beaudelaire. The leged children; Marie Haldenwang
reproductions were by the artists: on " Y " Camp and Pat Pas on Bible
Rubens, Leonardo de Vinci, Rem- School work in Kentucky and mibrandt, M i c h a e l A n g e l o , Puget, grant work in the vicinity of HolWatteau, Goya and Delacroix. They land. Those present received a real
came from the Franco-American inspiration and challenge for the
Distributing C e n t e r , New York summer ahead. There are many
City. Recently, the classes have opportunities for service to others
been studying twenty-one other re- if one but look about. The meeting
productions. These came from the closed a f t e r a business meeting
j Fogg Museum of Art in Cam- conducted by President Pauline
' bridge, Massachusetts.
Hendrieth.

SPANISH CLUB
The Spanish Club held a Fine
Arts meeting on January 15 at the
home of Dr. Brown. The business
meeting was held first at which
time plans were made for participation in International Night to be
sponsored by Alcor. Jean Cloetingh was appointed in charge of
this.
Norma Hoffman read some of
the poetry of Gustavo Adolfo Becquer and Ricardo Esparza recited
a Spanish poem which was also
enjoyable. The records of Carmen
Amaya, a gypsy singer, were also
heard. Refreshments were served
and the group joined in the singing
of Spanish folk songs.
o
HOPE-IVES
The Hope-ives held their last
meeting on January 8 in the Thesaurian room. The chairmen were
Mrs. J. Blane and Mrs. George
Murray. Films were shown on
Hope High-lites and Tulip Time.
After a short business meeting a
delicious two-course luncheon was
served. In February a Valentine's
Party will be held of which Mrs.
J. Brandt and Mrs. C. Boeve are
chairmen.

Flunkee Or Skunkee?

a.
¥ M

This prof has pulled the string on me.
This test's no easy coast.
It makes me burn.
His unconcern.
For what I studied most.
Now who was born in eighteen three?
What was his bid to f a m e ?
Oh, what's the use.
He's cooked my goose,
I can't recall that name.
My crib notes are no good, I see.
He's watching me, the skunk!
All that toil
And midnight oil.
And still I'm gonna flunk.
I'll have to face the third degree.
And Dad will make me squirm,
"What — no f o u r ? "
Now don't get sore.
There's still another term!
V. S.
o

The Inside Story
This is one in a series of articles which will inform ANCHOR
readers of well known organizations and practices stemming from religious belief.
It was a plain room. Monday
night it was used for the G.A.R.
meetings; Thursday night the Dis-

ment and began to sob. His sobs

were broken by a sharp knock at
abled Vets met there; but this was
the door. He mumbled something
Friday. Matt raised slowly from
in response, the door swung quickly
his chair; a hush came over the
open and in strode two represengroup. He took a slow drink of
tatives of Alchol Anonymous.
water, and said, "I thank God I
am here sober tonight."
Fred, a mere shadow of a man
typified
the new member. Only
Matt wasn't a stranger to this
group. He was one of them — they three days before Fred lay in the
who exist only through the Grace gutter in front of his home. A
of God and are just one drink away three day growth of beard dirtied
from their next drink. Through his face, the only clothes he had
talks such as this, some two hun- left were half-torn from his body.
dred thousand men and women His lawn was strewn with his f u r have been able to take their worst niture. His wife and three children
liability — alcohol, and make it had left. The credit company had
just claimed his car. All was lost.
their greatest asset — sobriety.
Even self-respect. Now he is clean
Who are these people ? What are
shaven, some of his self respect
their occupations? Why are they
has returned, and most of all he
here? These people, of every rehad found friends.
ligion, creed and color are here
Seven years ago Matt lost his
with two things in common — a
disease more fatal than cancer — position — one he had held twentyAlcoholism and the same last name one years, his family, his friends,
— Anonymous. They follow one his savings and his self-respect.
creed: "God, grant me the serenity But God left him with a sound
to accept things I cannot change, mind — sound enough to accept the
courage to change things I can, and A. A. program. He is now vicepresident and sales manager of a
wisdom to know the difference."
large tire company. Now his chilTypical examples of the fifty
dren "Call me Daddy again. The
men and women meeting together
price was cheap."
at City Hall were these:
All members are searching for
Chuck was large, robust and
three things — happiness, security
jovial. Two years ago he dragged
and peace of mind. The members
himself to his dingy hotel room;
cannot buy these things, they must
penniless, hopelessly drunk and noearn them; they are g i f t s which
body cared. He attempted to kneel
require personal effort. Once one
and fell on all fours. Still groping
has these g i f t s the only way to
for stability he shook his head
retain them is to give them away.
slowly and mumbled, " I t ' s this
What is kept — is lost.
way, God. I need help — bad." He
What is saved — is spent.
crawled onto the bed, rested a moWhat is given away — is retained forever.
MUSICAL ARTS

The entire philosophy of this
The monthly meeting of the Mu- group is based upon the knowledge
sical Arts Club was held last night that no one can understand this
in Walsh Music Hall. The members disease but one who has had it.
came "prepared for a regular battle They feel they cannot isolate themof the sexes, musically. Three of selves and be happy. Their prothe music department's most intel- gram depends upon kindness, honligent men against three of its most esty, sincerity, belief and f a i t h in
talented women. Carol Crist, Ruth God and a devotion to mutual
Koeppe, and Clarice Rozeboom ably helpfulness.
defended the females and Carl
They're ex-drunks, not afraid to
Kleis, LeRoy Nattress, and Jack admit it and doing more than any
Boeskool represented the males. An other organization or group has
excellent time was had by all with ever done in the history of the
refreshments bringing the meeting world to help overcome the world's
to a fitting close.
greatest problem.

r
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Worshipping At Hope
Through The Years
Thirty years passed between the
year the first Chapel building was
begun and the laying of the cornerstone of WINANTS CHAPEL.
A f t e r another twenty-five years the
corner-stone of the MEMORIAL
CHAPEL was laid on October 12,
1927. By one of those interesting
coincidences which sometimes occur it was on the very day of the
week and the month of the Winants Service.
Architecturally the three buildings differed greatly but the underlying purpose was the same; yet
even this became both more inclusive and more expansive. Sixtyfive years mark almost the measure of a man's life but they measure also sixteen generations of
student groups with the traditional
four years to each group. Within
such a period expansion is inevitable, and occurred in a spiritual
vein as well as in the physical surroundings of the campus.
THE MEMORIAL CHAPEL is
Gothic in type and design and is
constructed of grey limestone which

present Coat of Arms of the Reformed Church in America. In the
west wall at each side of the
front entrance are stained glass
windows of four lancets each dedicated with traditional symbols to
the YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATION and the YOUNG
WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION.
Within the auditorium six great
windows are set in each side wall.
These were done by the Payne
Studios of Paterson, N. J., in the
finest stained glass to be procured
in America. A single design is carried out in the twelve windows.
Each window has seventeen individual lancets in three tiers, seven
at the top and five in each of the
other two. A major character of
:he Old Testament or of the New
Testament is portrayed in the central lancet of the top and of the
lowest tier in each window except
chat in the north wall. The Boy
Christ and The Madonna are pictured in the fourth window and in
the south wall The Good Shepherd
and The Madonna are portrayed,
while in the sixth window of the
south wall St. John on Patmos appears in the top tier and The Beloved Disciple in the lowest tier.
In the center tier of each window
are designs, twelve in all and each
occurring three times, symbolic of
ideas held in the highest esteem

has become almost traditional in
America for the Gothic Cathedral,
Church, and Chapel, as it lends
itself to either a simple, dignified
ornamentation or to the more profuse, symbolic motif. THE MEMORIAL CHAPEL avoids both the
lavish and the austere. Facing
west, it follows, in a general way,
traditional proportions. At each of throughout the h i s t o r y of the
the four corners there are broad Christian Church.
The Chancel Window, a memorentrances, identical except that at
ial to Professor John H. Kleinthe southwest corner a tower with
heksel, his wife, and daughter,
lour spires rises high above the placed by his sons, Paul E., Frank
red-tiled roof. The tower houses D., and Louis John, alumni sons
a tubular carillon with 20 notes of a great teacher who was himself
which can be played from the con- an alumnus of Hope, ('78), is a
sole keyboard or automatically. series of four great lancets with
There is also a f r o n t entrance, traditional treatment around and
identical with the others. At the above. The motif is The Story of
top of the tower a large cross is Redemption. In the north lancet
placed in each of the four walls, are three figures, — a trinity,—
with electric lighting for particular two men and a woman with a lamb
sessions.
in her arms. They are of oriental
The normal seating capacity of cast and, for the race, picture the
the building is over 1,500 with Redemption Quest. The s e c o n d
platform accommodations for a lancet again p o r t r a y s three,—
choir of 100. It seemed at first that father, mother, and child, — the
this would make provision for family consecrated to the Quest.
years to come; however, at the The third signifies the Quest "Finannual performance of THE MES- ished" with Christ the Redeemer
SIAH, hundreds can not be seated and two children. The fourth symand, with the great increase of bolizes the Quest Idealized, — a
student enrollment after World woman as Charity leading two
War II, the auditorium affords lit- children to the Redeemer.
tle vacant space. Cut in the capThe Chancel furniture is of solid
stone above the front entrance is rosewood, — a pulpit, five chairs,
the old Reformation Coat of Arms two pedestals, and an altar table,
bearing in quaint Old Dutch let- — the gift of the Mission Industers the legend, "Like a lily among trial School at Katpadi, India, R.
the thorns so is my daughter C. A., of which Rev. Bernard Rottamong the maidens." As one enters schaefer, '06, is Principal. In the
the narthex he finds the same choir loft are 100 chairs of solid
symbol done in stained glass above rosewood, the gift of the Women's
the great doors at the north en- League of Hope College.
trance; and above the south en- • The Chapel Organ is a four
trance done similarly he finds the manual Skinner with Great, Swell,
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BULFORD STUDIO
PORTRAIT

PHOTOGRAPHY

52 East Eighth Street

Telephone 9608
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PEOPLES STATE BANK
Wishes for Hope College and The Anchor
the Success it Merits.

Choir, Solo, and Echo combinations; a full Pedal Organ; and
Chimes. This was the gift of Mr. B.
Arendshorst, the father, and his
sons, Mr. William Arendshorst
and Mr. John Arendshorst of Holland; and Mr. and Mrs. Dick Vander Veen of Holland, and Mr. and
Mrs. A. Freyling of Grand Rapids,
who gave the Echo Organ and the
Harp and Celeste combinations.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Meyer of
Holland presented the C o n c e r t
Grand Piano.
. On the ground floor there are
three lecture rooms on the north
side devoted to Religious Education. On the south side are three
similar rooms given to Religious
Worship, — a Y M C A room, a
Y W C A room, and an Assembly
Room. These rooms are furnished
with 150 solid rosewood chairs
and tables, also the gift of the
Women's League of Hope College.
The Rose Window is always the
dominant element, architecturally,
in the cathedrals of Europe and in
the great churches and chapels of
America. The Rose Window in
THE MEMORIAL CHAPEL expresses, in fine Gothic tracery and
stained glass, the religious and
cultural motif of the structure.
Four concentric circles unite to
symbolize the ideas and the ideals
of the mind and the soul. The first
or outer circle pictures in vignettes
the scala divina of Old Testament
history, the divine ladder of progress through the Creation and the
Fall upward to Bethlehem and the
Son who came in "the fullness of
time." Here in symbol is Creation,
Paradise, Exile, Migration, Consecration, Prosperity, Captivity, Nativity. The second circle is a group
of authentic, conventional designs
of brilliantly colored, ornamental
purpose. The third circle is a series
of vignettes giving the cultural
steps in modern civilization. Here
symbols of the arts alternate with
the seals of American Universities
done in authentic colors. First, and
at the top, is the Seal of Leyden
University from which our American Educational System has had
such full inheritance, and there
follow, in alternation with the
symbols of the arts, the Seals of:
Leyden University
Painting
Rutgers University..Mathematics
Harvard University
Music
Yale University
Astronomy
Princeton University..Chemistry
Michigan University....Literature
The fourth and innermost circle
pictures the Seal of Hope College
with the legend, — "SPERA TU IN

DEO".
(It should be noted that the
prints of the Seal of the University
of Leyden were submitted without
color and that the colors given in
the Rose Window were added by
permission.)
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STRETCH
YOUR

DOLLAR HERE!
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REVLON SOAP

Washed and Fluff-Dried

AND

Aquamarine Lotion
Both for

WASHERY
SEERY SHOPPE
Millinery-

Blouses

Lovely things of fine quality
need not necessarily be expensive
13 W. 8th St.
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Have you met the pamphlet file?
Miss Singleton has organized a file
which contains various pamphlets
about public affairs. Town Meeting
of the Air, Chicago Round Table,
Headline Series, and Public Affairs
Pamphlets can be found here.
A recent addition has been a
small magazine called Public Affairs Abstracts, published by the
Legislative Reference Service of
the Library of Congress. This magazine, designed for people who do
not have time for lengthy reading,
presents affairs of public interest
in a brief, concise form. Each
pamphlet is a collection of abstracts, each no longer than two
type-written pages, on a single
topic. Some of the topics which
have been presented in these pamphlets are Statehood for Alaska
and Hawaii, Pensions in Industry,
The Middle East, the Refugee
Problem, National Defense, and
National Health Insurance. The information given in the abstracts
is taken from a variety of sources.
One abstract may give the main
points of a congressman's address
on the subject considered, another
may summarize a book, and another may be news material taken
from a magazine or newspaper.
Thus each pamphlet gives a comprehensive picture of a current
problem, the background, what is
being said and done about it.
In the words of the editor, "The
purpose of Public Affairs Abstracts
is to summarize the most important current publications on problems likely to interest members of
Congress."
o

International Relations Club Keeps
Members Informed Of World News
Do you read the newspapers
daily? Do you keep up with the
latest war news? Most college students would answer negatively.
They know that the G.I.'s are fighting in Korea and some of the fellows arc expecting to go there
sooner or later. However, their
knowledge of international affairs
and of other nations has a very
close resemblance to a grammar
school geography c o u r s e . Of
course, if you are a student of political science or you take a contemporary history course you are
not quite as backward as the rest
of the students. What most people
do not know is that they have an
opportunity to join an organization which will help to keep them
up on the affairs of the world.
Most of you have heard about
International Relations Club and
some of you probably have wondered what the I.R.C. in the daily
bulletin meant. I.R.C. is not a club
for history majors, it is an all campus organization designed to give
the campus a greater world-wide
emphasis. The program is varied.
We have student panels on various
questions frequently. This fall we
learned about the U.N. action in
Korea, and we had an excellent
panel on the state of peace in today's world. Sometimes we have
speakers who talk about some spe-

Frat Ping-Pong
Now Underway
The inter-fraternity ping-pong
tournament, which is now supposedly in process, seems to be

Blue Key Plans To
Improve Bookstore
Big things are in store for the
Blue Key Bookstore next semester
under the leadership of Bill Vant
Hof, chairman of the b o o k s t o r e
committee. The aim is to give
faster and better service to the students. During exam week, the
group will meet and carry through
the reorganization plans. The books
have recently been catalogued and
priced for greater efficiency. A list
of all prices will be posted for all
books in stock. A new plan is being worked out so that the store
will be open more often and adequately staffed. New lines of services to the students will be introduced. It is planned to issue a bulletin periodically showing the new
supplies and specials offered by the
store. We are hoping for greater
efficiency and increased services
for the students in the second semester. The hours of business during exam week will be listed in the
bulletin at a later date.
The regular monthly meeting of
the organization will be held on
January 24. It has been announced
by Don Fairchild, the program director, that Mr. Schoon will show
the group some slides of his trips
to the west and also of some local
scenes.

moving at a very slow pace. There
appears to be quite a bit of difficulty in getting the first round
matches played off. It is up to the
participants to check the score card
in the Van Raalte lounge to see
whom they are to meet and attempt to do so immediately. The
tournament officials request that
this be done as soon as possible.
As of January 10th, 1951, the
following first round matches had
been played: B r u i n i c k s - C beat
Nieusma-F, Dolwick-C beat Whizziger-A, and Fieldhouse-K, AshooA, Exo-C, Van Hoewen-C, Heninges-E, drew byes.
One second round match has
been played in which Bruinicks
came out on top of Wayne Fieldhouse.
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cific country and what is going on
there at present. Next week the
topic will be India, the land which
is acting as a mediator in the U.N.
The best in films are brought to
the campus whenever possible for
the benefit of all the students.
Members of I.R.C. represent the
college at various conferences such
as the regional and state UNESCO
conferences, the model U.N. assembly and various other conferences.
I.R.C. also sponsored the book
drive for the Philippines college
and the lecture on Korea this fall.
New members are invited to
join, and all the meetings are
opened to visitors. Regular meetings are held on the first and third
Wednesday of each month at four
o'clock in Van Raalte 101. Special
meetings are noted in the bulletin.
The first meeting of the new semester will be a film, "The Fight
for Peace," by Hendrik Van Loon.
It will be shown on Wednesday
evening, February 7th. This film
is a review of history from World
War I up until today with the aim
of portraying our past mistakes in
order to prevent the same mistakes
from leading us into World War
III.
Why don't you start on the new
year by getting acquainted with
your world through I.R.C.?

Calendar
of
EVENTS
1 Cram
2 Exam
3 Wham!
4 Uncle Sam
5 Darn!

"Don't Be Cold
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Be COALED

If

THE VOGUE
Where

Bill Hinga, our amiable secretary, is hard at work compiling a
COMBU STIONEER
history of the Blue Key and its
projects. This outstanding publication is expected to come off the
AUTOMATIC
presses sometime in May. Edward
Kerle has been appointed a committee of one to investigate possiSTOKERS
bilities for i n v e s t i n g the huge
amount of money raised by the Society during this year. As this
may be the last group of Blue Key
men to the influence of the local
friends and neighbors, upon the f u - 9SS8S8SSS8SS&
ture of Hope's men, we wish to
donate some real, lasting gift.

the Name

is a Reality

GOOD FOOD
SERVICE
and

EQUIPMENT

Westing Coal Co.

Ford Tailors
•

Alterations, Repairs, and
Dry Cleaning for Men
and W o m e n

Steketee - Van Huis
PRINTING

301/2 E. 8th

above French Cloak
Phone 3371

HOUSE, Inc.
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HERFST
Studio and Photo Supply

210 Central Ave.

Lingerie

Pamphlets Eager
For Introduction

Page Three
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Students — Have Your Clothes

at the

ANCHOR

Phone 2107

$1.25 Value
HIND'S
Honey and Almond
Fragrance Cream

One Place to Go for Your Portraits

U

/

M

r

H

I

CAMERAS. FILMS AND
PHOTO SUPPLIES

DIMES

in the squeeze bottle

JANUARY

79c

Holland's Leading

HANSEN'S

Printers

DRUG STORE

'

Phone 2326

9 E. 10th St.

15-31

NEXT TO CENTER THEATER
7 W. 8TH ST.
PHONE 2664
HOLLAND

PARK VIEW LUNCH
To rate with your date, to get that gleam in her eye
Take her down for fome Park View Pie

(Ntxt to Pork Theoter)
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Have You Got A Gripe?

Profs Discuss Revision
O f Book A t University

See The Committee!

Dr. Clarence De Graaf and Professors James Prins and Henry

In the past few weeks mimeographed lists of the new student-faculty Ten Hoor recently attended a meetcommittees have been distributed to council members, and posted in ing at the University of Michigan,
all the dorms. In addition, a master list has made its appearance in to discuss with representatives
Van Raalte Hall. This new committee system represents a great deal from several Michigan colleges and
of work on the part of both last year's Student Council president, Nick high schools, the revision of a book,
Yonker, and the present incumbent. Bill Van't Hof. The plan has been "Preparation for College English."
devised to improve student voice in the affairs of the school, and yet This book, now being used in sevaltogether too many students have not been taking advantage of the eral high schools throughout the
opportunity offered them. Last week for example, petitions were cir- state, was published for the first

ANCHOR

Sophists Gather To
Meditate, Speculate,
Masticate, Ruminate

Viewpoint

A stimulating informal discussion by 25 members of the Philosophy club took place in the cheerful
living room of the home of Prof.
D. Ivan Dykstra, sponsor of the
club, on Monday, January 15. Before a pleasant blazing fire, the
members quietly tossed out their
ideas on many varied topics, some
wondering why w o m e n n e v e r
seemed to get into philosophy
books; whether logic had any real
validity in finding absolute answers; and whether or not life was
basically tragic and broken. Concrete comments on peoples' motives
in action and on the problems of
the United Nations were discussed.
The excellent work of UNESCO
was mentioned as a concrete example of a fine philosophical program
in action.

culated on campus to lengthen the hours during which the library is time in 1942, under the direction
open. These petitions will end up in the Library Committee anyway, of Dr. C. P. Thorpe of the University of Michigan.
since this group has full charge of all affairs pertaining to the library.
Dr. DeGraaf represented Hope
And since the committee has been considering the question for some
College at this time, when the origtime, the petitions can accomplish little except to create a feeling that inal "interpretation of college ensome students are trying to by-pass them. Much more could be done trance standards in English" was
by merely contacting the students on that committee and informing drawn up by the Michigan committee on articulation of high school
them of our wishes. Similar complaints on other campus problems,
and college English. This was just
especially the dining halls, have been heard, but not reported to the the beginning of a plan to further
members of these committees. Unless these students know what our unify and articulate high school
While drinking coffee (a favorite
and college English requirements. pastime of philosophers) and eatwishes are, they can do little toward seeing them put into effect.
Since that time, the movement ing some delicious refreshments
has grown and spread to the other served by the hostess, Mrs. Dykstates, some adopting this method, stra, many conversations continued
others formulating their own. The until the meeting was over (and
present revision is a result of a many others undoubtedly long into
changing emphasis on the phases the night).
of freshman English. Whereas the
The next meeting of the Philosooriginal edition covers thoroughly phy Club will occur on the first
the fields of grammar, composition, Monday evening of the new semesand literature, the new one will ter in Van Raalte lounge. Dr.
W o r l d ' s Largest Installers of Home Heating and
emphasize in addition, listening, Richard Gudersluys of the semireading and oral composition. In nary will read a paper on "The
Air Conditioning
Systems
short, it will cover communication Concept of the Logos in Hebrew
in its different phases.
and Greek Philosophy." This meetDr. A. Marckwardt, present edi- ing should prove interesting to
tor, and his committee, hope that all philosophers, theologicans and
8SSSSS&SS3SSSSSS3SSSSSS98SSS&SSSS&SSSS&8SS&8SS&i
the result of this planning will scholars on campus. The philosophy
further assure high school gradu- club meets once a month; there
ates of t h e i r preparation for are no dues or membership requirecollege and help teachers and pro- ments; all students and faculty are
fessors to better plan a unified invited to attend these evenings of
15 W 8th St.
program for study.
discussion and thought.
•

Make Warm Friends"

WARM FRIENDS of Hope CoUege

WESTRATE'S
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Now Showing

The New Spring Coats, Shorties,
Suits and Dresses

For Your FOOT Wear jNeeds
Try

The thirst for knowledge is a
mighty force
Within a man; driving him on from
fact to fact.
Not sparing him his whims or
fancies; cutting deep
With that remorseless logic, powerful tool.
Which shears the myth and legend
from the truth
And never mourns its passing.
The clean, concise, consistent symmetry of Science
Has much to offer to the seeking
mind. Its range,
Stretching from the dark secrets of
the atom's core
To the vast reaches of galactic
space,
Stuns and astounds. Its method —
Attempt, Analyze, Apply — has
brought our race
Up from the dust that gave it
birth, up from the mire.
To uncontested mastery of the
earth and even higher.
In the short span of a few thousand
years.
The search for knowledge is a
ceaseless quest,
A constant probing, in that black
Unknown
Encircling our yet meager store of
truth.
From day to day.
We battle back this boundary, bit
by bit, and let blaze forth
The clear white light of comprehension over virgin ground;
Forever matching our conceptions
with the facts.
On we advance, expanding and
revising as we go
Those bases on which rests our
science. We proceed,
Exterpolating out from what we
know.
To reach ideas undreamed of. Still
our creed
Remains "Attempt, Analyze,
Apply."
The power of knowledge is an awesome thing.
Equipt with it, men make the
mountains shake, the deserts
bloom,

BORR'S BOOTERY
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The seas be still. Great gleaming
cities stand

Headquarters For

SUNDAES-CONES-MALTEDS

Everything in Recorded

MILLS-PETERMAN ICE CREAM COMPANY
206 College Ave.

MUSIC

Mute tribute to its might. On every
hand,
Man's whim controls that which his
gaze beholds.
Without this knowing, we are less
than dust;
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But weak and frightened cattle,
humblest
Of all creation. All the difference
lies
In that strange spark of conciousness behind our eyes
Which makes us great.
AND YET —
There is another thirst within a
man.
Less evident, perhaps, but quite as
difficult
To quench. Its roots reach deep
Into the very essence of his being
Exerting powerful influence. Its
name ?
The thirst for God.
To the perplexing queries,
" W h a t ? " and " H o w ? "
Science shouts out the answer to
the sky.
However, knowledge still is forced
to bow
Before that soft, eternal whisper
"Why?"
There is a search that goes beyond
the sum
Of what we "know." It gropes
forth
Into that dim, mysterious realm of
Faith
(Which is but Truth upon a higher
plane)
Toward One more perfect, mightier
than Man,
Called God.
For every question answered by
our science.
Ten more, more difficult, before us
grow;
Resisting all attack in dumb
defiance.
Alas, the more we learn, the less
we know!
There is a power, the magnitude
of which
Should put to shame all pride we
take in that
Which, in our ignorance, we call
our strength.
Its scope encompasses Creation. All
that breathe
Are but a dim reflection of its
majesty.
The whole material universe — yes,
every clod —
Owes its existence to the power of
God.
Open our eyes, 0 ' Lord, and let us
gaze
Clear sighted through confusing
Nature's maze
To that which stands behind. Give
us mentality
With which to tell the shadow from
Reality.
Gordon Sterken
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MEYER MUSIC HOUSE

HUNGRY...>
A
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THE*KOFFEE«KLETZ
is Ready to Serve You

Excellent Foods for Those Evening Snacks
These Attractions

MEATS -

GROCERIES

SOUPS—HAMBURGS—CHEESE SANDWICHES
CHEESEBURGER — HOT CHOCOLATE

Fred and "Dixie" Visscher

SODAS AND SUNDAES — ROLLS AND COFFEE
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air-conditioned Bier Kelder and
DUTCH

Call 2020

"Lend me a hand "

GRILL

For A Quick Printing Job
OLD NEWS PRINTERY
74 W. Sth St.

JERRY HELDER, Mgr.

Near Pine Ave.

YOUR A N C H O R

ODORLESS
DRY
CLEANING

ECONOMY
LAUNDRY
SERVICE

AND

FIRST 6 POUNDS .
$1.00
EACH ADDITIONAL POUND.
12c
SHIRTS FINISHED IN THIS BUNDLE
15c EACH ADDITIONAL
MINIMUM BUNDLE 6 POUNDS

L A U N D R Y ,

Inc.

: • .

-

i

.
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Pick-up and Delivery
M O D E L

v.v,

liiii

ifc

STUDENT ECONOMY SERVICE

97-99E sth

• •
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PRINTERS

phon. 3<2s

The name of Christ should
not be used as an oath,
for Christ is the Son of
God — Our Only Savior.
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B and G
HAMBURGS
Breakfast,

Fountain

YOUTH FOR CHRIST

Service
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"DRIVE - INN
ROOT BEER

H AD'S SANDWICH SHOP
369 RIVER AVENUE

River and 13th Street

THE H O M E O F H O L L A N D ' S BEST HAMBURGER
Q
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On last Friday's mat card our
ex-Pledges (coming from the Latin
— George! what do ego (meaning
egg-head) know about Latin? (You
tell 'em) finally had a chance to
show off their wares (you figure
that one out). Al ("Just call me
John Paul") Jones apologized for
what was to follow; John ("Just
call me") Witte immediately justified the apology; and Jims ("Just
call me Tiger Lily") Mitchell and
("Just call me" — George! he
wasn't Claud, was h e ? ) Visscher
justified the mat card reference.
(No, but almost.) Bernie Plomp
put us in a highly spirited frame
of mind with his true ghost stories.
Of course, we don't believe that
stuff, but when Bernie disappeared
in a puff of smoke, some of us —
hey, leggo! Geoffrey! Leggo Geoffrey! Geoffrey!
The prospect of military service
hasn't influenced our way of life
a bit. We just take — excuse me:
"Now hear this! Now hear this:
House board member approaching
at 3 o'clock"—everything in stride.
ARCADIAN

gave a

stirring

speech.

The

new

It was the old officers' chance to
come across and provide refreshments for the fraternity. They did
a noble job and their efforts drew
much praise. A short social period
followed, during which the Knicks
gathered around the piano to blend
their tones to some of the old
standards.
FRATERNAL
The Fraternal Society met last
Friday evening at the 0 . K. E.
House for their weekly literary
meeting. The meeting was opened
in prayer by Frater Bill Hinga. A
lively song fest was led by F r a t e r
Wissink, accompanied by F r a t e r s
Johnson and Beuker on the uke and
piano respectively. The caliber of
the voices was proof that Fraternal
will be stiff competition in the AllCollege Sing this year —nothing
unusual about that statement. A f t e r
the Frater Song was sung, Frater
Boeve presented his Philosophy of
Life. Con must be congratulated
on a very fine presentation. The
one part of his philosophy which
will dwell upon the minds of the
Fraters most heavily was his
houghts on "Our Future As Christian Young Men." All members of
Maternal are required to write a
3
hilosophy of Life in their senior
year; this is automatically placed
in the fraternity archives.

Thedorff, assisted by the "Three rian in 1924 which won first place
Sons," Marcia Berghorst, Betty in Hope's Adelaide contest and
Roeloffs, and Lois Opt'holt, pre- third place in the Michigan Orasented that famous and very popu- tory League. Following this Dot
lar western ditty, "Grandpa's Get- Fennema read as the humor paper
ting Married Again." Everyone was selected pieces taken from the minglad to hear it! Bobbie Soper gave utes of the sorority in 1922. And
us some true facts about the rodeo
get a load of this, at that time the
and how it originated many years
ago. "Side-Saddle Sue," better price of a formal party was $4.75
known as Mary Buttles, (with ref- per couple! The meeting was conerences to her "Other Side-Saddle cluded with the singing of our new
Sister") told of their hair-raising Dorian songs.
adventures while riding to school
Plans for the winter party are
on their horse. It was cleverly
pointed out that the saddle must progressing at topnotch speed and
have been filled with "Butts," and by all appearances, this year's
our sympathy was extended to the
party will be the best one in the
poor horse. Judge Lois England
history of Dorian.
stepped forward and pinned the
)lue ribbon on "Grandpa" Thedorff
e&sssssss&
for the outstanding act of the show.
Shown putting new hooks on display in the Blue Key Bookstore are The Sigma Sigma Hands brought
Harold Dean, President, and Donald Fairchild, Corresponding Secretary. the gay affair to a close by singing
their song, and merrily rode off
into the night.

Patronize Our Anchor

Key Bookstore's Inception
Significant Historical Fact

The Blue Key Bookstore has been form of gifts. The fluorescent
lighting and illuminated bulletin
on the campus for over fifteen
years, and during those years it board in Van Raalte, new books for
the library and the flagstone terlas served the College in many
race at Durfee, are all results of
ways. Most of the students are
Blue Key projects. The Blue Key
aware of its convenience, but few
men work "gratis" in the store
know of its history.
under the d i r e c t i o n of Pierce
It began in 1935 as a second- Maasen, b u s i n e s s manager apland bookstore. It was located in a pointed by the College.
room where the campus entrance
Bill Van't Hof is the Blue Key
o Van Raalte now stands. Previous
member in charge of the bookstore
o this, there had been no bookfor this year. Plans are being made
store on the campus except for a
to haVe more displays, more inforshort time when the school ran
mation on available supplies, and
one in a small building opposite
a better system of service to the
Van Vleck. Later it was moved to
;he place directly in front of the students next semester. Plans are
small storeroom in downstairs Van also being formulated to redecoRaalte. In 1944, it was located in rate the room, if possible. The
Columbia Hall, then the Commons members are always open to sugBuilding. After the war, it was
gestions for f u t u r e improvement.
moved to its present location. DurThe next time you're in need of
ing the war, the store was ably
run by A.D.D.
school supplies, don't walk all the

The humor of the evening was
All the profits of the Bookstore way downtown, just drop in downpresented by one of our illustrious
freshmen, Frater Freyling. The are returned to the College in the stairs at the bookstore.
boy had to watch his step because
of the imposing figure of the presiding officer behind him, but amid
the trials and tribulations of presidential guardianship, Ed did a
splendid job. One of the most outstanding m u s i c a l presentations
which the fraternity has had this
year was done by Frater Hinga,
Deposits Insured up to $10,000.00
"History of Jazz," with words and
music. The fraternity then went
into the business part of the meeting which was shortly adjourned
so that members could attend the
P. and M. play.

ADVERTISERS

DUTCH MILL RESTAURANT
Where Good Food Prevails
Private Dining Room for Family Style Feasts
/t i

Say It With

ALEXANDER'S
FINE DEPARTMENT STORE

Fashion is Our Business
HOLLAND'S STORE HOME

NOW OPEN

D A Y

W E D N E S D A Y
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

PLATE DINNERS
at Popular Prices
68 Easf Sth Street
Open 7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
Closed Only on Sundays

//

CHOICE CORSAGES, ROSES, GARDENIAS,
ORCHIDS. RUBRUMS, ETC.
Whatever you desire — we a r e here to serve you.

EBELINK'S FLOWER SHOP
P h o n e 9496

Opposite Post Office

T. KEPPEL'S SONS
lohn Vander Broek, Prop.
Established 1867

Coal.•.Builder's

Supplies

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS A N D VARNISHES

POST'S
Jewelry & Gift Shop
D I A M O N D S — W A T C H E S — GIFTS
Telephone 4506
H O P E

10 W e s t Sth St.

C O L L E G E

J E W E L R Y

VALENTINES
FOR EVERYONE
Complete Assortment

5c to $5.00

OF FAMOUS NATIONAL

BRINK'S BOOK STORE

BRAND NAMES OF

48 East Sth Street

French Pastry Shop

CITY KITCHEN

Flowers

For Your Parties and all Social Affairs

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

The fraternity wishes to congratulate F r a t e r Tom Van Wingen
for having been chosen the most
valuable player of the 1950 MIAA
Football Season. Fraternal is looking forward to tomorrow evening's
joint meeting with the Sorosites
at the O. K. E. House. This annual
meeting with our sister sorority
has always been an enjoyable one
— we'll be looking for you,. gals.
Well, until the next time we make
this column. Fraternal says so-long
and best of luck with your exams.

roundup

hees!) In charge of the events were papers which proved that our char"Bare-Back Rider" Connie Boers- ter members really had some sense
ma, and rough, tough, "Two-Gun" of wit and humor as well as brains!
Mary Schrier. Cowpuncher Ver After devotions which were led by
Meulen started the exhibition by Marie Haldenwang, Julie Bernius
leading us in devotions. "Grandpa" read an oration delivered by a Do-

officers were

sworn in. These are: Wayne Field-

A L L

—

Last week's meeting of Kappa
time, and all the Sorosis pardners Beta Phi was a very novel one
turned out for the rodeo held in ineed. Digging back into the files
the old corral (basement of Voor- of Dorian, we uncovered some

ex-inaugura

On Jan. 19, the Arcadians met
for a regular literary meeting.
After President Hoekenga called
the meeting to order, Burt Phillips ably led the group in devotions. Following the roll call by
Secretary Hank Parsons, Gene
Bont led the group in a rousing
rendition of the Arcadian March of
Brotherhood. A f t e r a few remarks
about the final plans for the formal
party, Hans Veening delivered
himself of a humor paper—courtesy 1000 Jokes Magazine. Laugh- J S 8 8 S 8 8 8 8 8 8 S S S 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 5
ter was scattered and sideshaking.
Compliments
Bernie Yurash gave a serious
paper dealing with an exposition of
of the
some of the tenets of Dianetics.
His words on this new "science"
were highly interesting to the
group.
President Bill Hoekenga then
made some concluding remarks
about the semester's activities before turning over the gavel to our
new president whose identity will
be officially announced at our formal party tomorrow evening. The
f r a t e r n i t y then gave their token
of appreciation to Bill for a job
well done. To him we offer our
thanks, f o r guiding us so successfully through this past semester.
The meeting was then adjourned
for the retiring officers' retreat.
To our three mid-term graduates
— Al Arwe, Norm De Wolfe, and
Bill Hoekenga — we offer our best
wishes as they take their places in
the world, and may God bless them
as they go their separate ways.

i ,

DORIAN

Sure-'s-shootin', i t ' s

Jan. 19 witnessed the installation
of a new regime. The meeting
was opened by Ken Smouse who

EMERSONIAN
If some of us around the Emmie
House seem to have that lean and
hungry look, it isn't because we
are hurting for comestible sustenance — omophagous, phytophagous, pantophagous, or w h a t e v e r there are other good reasons. As
a matter of fact, our very gracious
and thoughtful housemother, Mrs.
Aldrich, provides us regularly with
what are absolutely and indisputably the most delicious waffles and
coffee ever conjured by any means.
The waffles are golden brown, and
we are golden period.

SOROSIS

The Knickerbocker meeting o '

house, president; Ken Brinza, viceJack Boeskool served as chair- president; Ray Milne, secretary;
man of the event. A committee John Sutliff, treasurer; and E(
composed of Bill Laing, Norm Hoener, corresponding secretary.
Thompson, Warren
Westerhaff, President Fieldhouse gave his inLarrie Isenring, and John Van Rip- augural address, and followed up
er, assisted him in organizing a with several appointments for the
fine party.
coming semester. Knickerbocker
President Dave Karsten starte( James Parsons was appointed to
the ceremonies with a cordial wel- the position of chaplain, while
come. The newly-redecorated Ken Knickerbocker Jim Brown was
State Room provided a hushed at- named publicity director.
mosphere for a sedate banquet.
During the short business meetVarious "Moon-Glo'ers" and"Moon- ing which followed, plans were
Shiners," musical Cosmos, provide( made for the Penny Carnival am
a fascinating program of music for the All-College Sing. Morrie Jolthe group.
dersma is in charge of the Penny
Special guests were Professor Carnival; and once again the
and Mrs. Robert Cavanaugh, Pro- Knicks will be led by Ken Smouse
fessor and Mrs. Kenneth Weller, in the All-College Sing. Knickerand Mrs. Elizabeth Den Herder, bockers are eagerly awaiting both
events.
fraternity house mother.
Comments and remarks on the
evening's entertainment ran highly
complimentary. Much credit goes
to fjie paHy committee and especially to its chairman. And so, until next winter, the gala event shall
be well-remembered.

•II

^ o r o r i t f e s

KNICKERBOCKERS

The swank Kent State Room of
the Pantlind Hotel, Grand Rapids,
formed the setting for the Cosmos
annual winter formal on Friday
night, Jan. 19. "Moonlight Sonata"
was the theme of the evening. In
keeping with that theme, silvery
moons and miniature d a n c e r s
studded the tables. Camera-like
compacts were favors for the dates.

l

SWEATERS

LINGERIE

SKIRTS

COSMETICS

BLOUSES

JEWELRY

LEVI'S

DRESSES

SLACKS

FORMALS

NYLON HOSE

STORM COATS

ANKLETS

SUITS

SPORT COATS

COTTONS

CORDUROYS

SHOES

LOAFERS

BOOTS

S P E C I A L
SAVE

SAVE
with

CASH

AND

CARRY

MICHIGAN CLEANERS
I. HOLLEMANS, Prop.

232 River Ave.
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CAGERS DROP TWO LOOP TILTS
Lose To Albion and Kazoo Fraters, Arkies Continue
After Early "Safe" Leads To Dominate Frat Play

The mysterious Hope College i the highest individual Hope total
Flying D u t c h m e n twice were 1 t h e season as he hooped 23
points. Little Johnny Porter topped
grounded last week in MIAA enAlbion with 17 points, followed by
counters when sharp reversals of Mohl with 15, all in the second half
form after the intermission spelled except two.
Lose Lead at Kazoo
their downfall. The two whippings,
The Kazoo game last Thursday
one by Albion on the home floor
followed the same pattern, Hope
and the other at Kalamazoo, were
blazing in points at the outset, then
the third and fourth chalked up watching a 17-point lead dwindle
against the Dutch in conference into an 85-70 setback. Thirty-five
play this season. The cagers still fouls called against the Hope agare searching for their first con- gregation hurt their chances as
three members fouled out, includference win.
ing Ron Bos, who poured in 16
Against Albion January 16, the points the first half. The inspired
quintet watched a strong lead slip Hornets bounded back after the
away as the Britons finally forged half-time to sting the Dutchmen
ahead in the last half and then for 51 points during the last twenty
strengthened their lead up to the minutes, erasing a 43-34 deficit at
final gun, coming out with a 73-67 the half. Kazoo's floor play and
victory. The Dutchmen bombed the offensive was spearheaded by little
bucket with amazing regularity the Roger Winter, who accounted for
first half and at one time held a 14 points. Individual honors went
14-point lead. But as the initial to Sophomore Johnny Stommen,
half waned Hope's lead did also who dumped in 21 points, 19 in the
and the visitors came up to a 39-35 last half. Bos led Hope with a
deficit at half-time. Paced by Chuck total, of 18, with Bud VandeWege
Mohl the Britons roared back after dropping in 13.
the rest period, taking advantage
of Hope's usually sloppy passing
and defensive work. Jun Bremer
H O P E (70)
FG F T T P
VandeWege, f o r w a r d
6
1
13
was outstanding for Hope, bagging

H O P E (67)
VundeWt'^e, f o r w a r d
Jucobson, f o r w a r d
Pefkstok, forward
Bremer, c e n t e r
Bos. guard
VanRevrt*nmorU*r. g u a r d

Jacobson, forward
Bautnan, f o r w a r d
Hinga, forward
Bremer, c e n t e r
Bos, g u a r d
VanRegenmorter, guard
Picrsma, guard
Appledorn, g u a r d
Peekstok, g u a r d

VG I T T P
5
3
13
5
1
11
1
0
2
9
5
23
5
2
12
1 4
6

Totals

26

A L B I O N (73)
Porter, forward
Mohl, f o r w a r d
Fowler, f o r w a r d
Allon, r e n t e r
Dempsey, c e n t e r
Engleston, g u a r d
Little, g u a r d
Frost, guard

15

30

13

Totals

26

18

70

KALAMAZOO (85)

FG

FT TP

Fraters
Emmies
Cosmos
Knicks
Arkies
Western

"B" LEAGUE

LEAGUE
W
4
3
2
2
1
0

—

*

*

L
0
1
2
2
2
4

*

•!>

Posting a win apiece in "A"
league competition, the Fraters and
Emmies have first and second place
nailed down. The Fraters, loop
leaders, disposed of the Cosmos by
a 34-24 score. Dick N i e u s m a
dropped in 10 points for the winners. He is trailing Menning of
Western by two points in the fight
for individual scoring honors. Menning has hit for 55 tallies to 53
for Nieusma.
In the Emmie-Arkie tiff, the
Emmies disposed of the Arcadians
by a 46 to 38 score. Bob Dennison
had 13 and Don Prentice 10 for the
winners, while Jim Harvey had 15
and Bob Molenaar had 12 for the
losers.
In the other game the Knicks
swamped Western 43-25. Sikkema
and Jacobs scored 14 and 11 points
for the winners, and Menning, loop
leader, accounted for 11 points.
Scoring
FG
21
25
18
13
18
17
16
15
12
11

M e n n i n g , Western
Nieusma, Frater
P r e n t i c e , Emmies
Fieldhouse, Knicks
M o l e n a a r . Arkie
D e n n i s o n , Emmies
H a r v e y , Arkies
Jacobs, Knicks
S i k k e m a , Knicks
H a a s , Cosmos

Dillman, f o r w a r d
Stommen. forward
Neeser, f o r w a r d
Gill, f o r w a r d
Sentz, center
Glasser, center
Winter, guard
Simonton, guard
Green, g u a r d
Totals

73

5
2
12
— 8
5
21
2
5
9
1 0
2
3
2
8
4
4
12
6
2
14
1
2
4
1 1 3
31

23

85

V A R S I T Y SCORING
FG
Bremer
58
VanderWege
55
Bos
41
Jacobson
43
Van R e g e n m o r t e r
23
Piersma
11
Appledorn
12
Bauman
»
Hagni
4
Peekstok
5
Broerama
1
Nyenhuis
1
Hinga
1
Visser
—
1
»
*
*

W A R M FRIEND FLOWERS
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

FT
13
3
8

TP
55

12
1
3
4

2
4
2

FT
39

21
32
12
15
16

15
11

3

MIAA S T A N D I N G S
Alma
Hillsdale
Albion
Kalamazoo —
Hope .—
Adrian

Is Our College Representative
«S888888S8S88S888SS8888S88S88888888888888S8S8SS8?

We Are Proud to Have Hope College

W
3
3
2
2
0
0

DRINK

CALIFORNIA

•RANGE

As Our Neighbors

BAKER F U R N I T U R E . I N C
8«Sg88gS88888«8S888S8888888i'!8888!=S88gS8S!88?

FOR —
SHEAFFER PENS AND PENCILS
PARKER PENS AND PENCILS

•
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Again finding winning ways, the
Arkies remained the only undefeated combine in the "B" league
by polishing off the Indies by a
30-25 score. Scoring was evenly
distributed on the winning side
with only two players, Cupery and
Hazekamp, getting as many as six.
However, eight Arkies broke into
the scoring column. Wagemaker
paced the losers with 7 tallies.
Tied with the Fraters for second
place in the league, the Emmies
tripped the Knicks 31-17. Jack De
Waard dumped in 15 points for the
winners. Jack now leads the loop
in individual scoring with 41 points,
10 more than second place Bob
Roes of the Cosmos.
The Fraters piled up a convincing 39-16 win over the Cosmos to
take their third game against a
lone defeat. Bob Visscher and Don
Wierenga each tossed in eight
points for the winners.
Scorinir
De W a a r d , E m m i e
Roes, Cosmos
Van Heest, Arkie
Wissink, F r a t e r
Zwemer, E m m i e
Westerhoff, Cosmos
Cupery, A r k i e
Van Wyk, A r k i e
H. Visscher, F r a t e r

FG
18
13
9
11
10

5
8
8
7

FT
5
5
8
3
5
14
6
2
3

TP
41

ROYAL. SMITH-CORONA
REMINGTON, UNDERWOOD
PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
* • — • •
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Fresh Cagers Win
Over Kazoo
The Hope College Freshman basketball quintet concluded a very
successful week last Thursday by
triumphing over their first MIAA
competition, the Kalamazoo Frosh
by a score of 61-47. Earlier in the
week they trounced an obviously

For the second consecutive year Hope has had the honor of hav ing
one of its football players named the most valuable player in the
MIAA. Tom Van Wingen, senior from Grand Rapids, can be justly
proud of being chosen for this honor.
Tom is the third Hope man to cop the title, and with it the Randall
C. Bosch award, in MIAA history. Nick Yonker, ace quarterback on
the 1949 eleven, was selected last year, and Rgbert Powers of Hope
was chosen most valuable in 1940. Other stars who have been selected
for this honor are Rex Roseman, former Alma great who is now playing professional football, and Bill Young, Hillsdale speedster, who won
the honor as a freshman in 1946.
Being selected as most valuable player in the conference means that
Van Wingen is the most respected gridder in the eyes of the loop
players. The players make the selection all the way through. The
players on each team first select their own most valuable player. Van
Wingen, of course, was chosen by the Hope squad. The candidates from
each team are then voted upon by every player in the conference.
"Terrible Tom" emerged victorious.
The honor is, in a way, a personal triumph for Van Wingen. This
is his first season as a regular performer. In his sophomore year Tom
was hampered by a knee injury, and consequently he spent more time
under Jack Schouten's heat lamps than he did on the practice field. An
operation that Christmas vacation corrected the knee trouble.
Last year Van Wingen started the season as fourth string fullback.
He played behind Claus Holtrop, Ted Rycenga, and Roy Zwemer. However, the last three games of the year Tom saw plenty of action, and he
began to grind out yardage.
This season Tom started just as he had left off. He missed the first
game because of minor injuries, but he came back to be a consistent,
hard driving fullback. The 5 foot 9 inch, 180 pound plunger carried the
ball 98 times this year and ran up a total of 427 yards for a 4.38
average. Much of the yardage came when it was needed most — to score
from the one or two-yard line, or to pick up the necessary yardage for
a first down. Tom scored 42 points in this, his greatest season.
The Bosch award this year goes to a player who is not brilliant or
spectacular, but to one who is a consistent, hard working team player.

In last week's column we discussed the Calvin basketball team and
mentioned that it was undefeated. Since then the Knights have been
edged by the Alma Scots, 61 to 59. The game was played on the narrow
Alma floor where the Scots are practically unbeatable. The Scot offense
is designed especially for that floor and is best there. Earlier in the
year Calvin trounced Alma in Grand Rapids.

The Hope game at Calvin this year is to be played in the Civic
Auditorium instead of the Burton Gym, where the games are usually
inferior City League team, Pete's played. The seating capacity at the Civic is greater, and the court is
Bar B-Q, 58-39.
supposed to be better.
Playing at Kalamazoo, our Frosh
led all the way except the first 5
In a recent issue of the Calvin CHIMES the sports editor, Howie
minutes, when some poor Hope Groeneveldt (a home town friend), made the statement that Calvin
passwork enabled the Kazoo Frosh College could be quite proud of the fact that they were the only small
to lead 9-2. At halftime, Hope was school around whose students were admitted to athletic events upon
well in front by a score of 31-18, payment of admission tax. Apparently Howie didn't look too far, for if
he had he wouldn't have made that statement. Here at Hope students
and paced by Tim Beerthius and
are admitted absolutely free of charge. We thought we had better
Bob Visser, they managed to mainmention this to enlighten those concerned.
tain the margin until the final
buzzer.
9S&SS&SSS&SSSSS&SSSSSSSS*
The game was marred by 24
Kalamazoo fouls, of which Hope
could put in only 10. Adept accuracy in the field goal department
provided the balance, though, as
the Frosh hit on 39% of their attempts.
Beerthuis supplied the Hope
scoring punch as he specialized on
one-hand sets from the outside and
timely tap-ins for a total of thirty
points. Bob Visser contributed fifteen points.
Two days prior to the Kazoo
game, Hope turned in a 58-39 victory over Pete's Bar B-Q, Holland
City League champs for the past
two years. Hindered by a lack of
reserves and extreme inaccuracy
in the shooting department, Pete's
were easy prey for the sharpshooting Frosh, who dropped in 34%
of their tries from the field. Beerthuis was high for the winners,
scoring. 25 points and making a
phenomenal 70% of his shots.

c
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Rental Typewriters
••
Notebooks, Brief Cases
••
STATIONERY
••
And a Complete
Line of College
Supplies

TP
155
131
114
98
61
38
33
18

Dolores Freyling

~

W
4
3
3
1
1
0

Arkies
Emmies
Fraters
Indies
Knicks —
Cosmos

-o-

67

FG F T T P
7
3
17
7
1
15
1 2
4
5
1
11
4
1
9
4
1
9
1
1
3
1
3
5

Totals

4
1 9
1
1
3
1
0
2
3
4
10
6
6
18
3
1
7
1 2
4
1
1
3
O i l

"A"
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College Canteen
College of Charleston
Charletion, South Caroling

HAVE YOUR DORM AGENT CALL
In Charleston, South Carolina, a
favorite gathering spot of students

2465

at the College of Charleston, is the
College Canteen because it is a
cheerful place — full of friendly
collegiate atmosphere. And when
the gang gathers around, ice-cold

H O L L A N D

Coca-Cola gets the call. For here, as
in college haunts everywhere—Coke
belongs.

OFFICE
OUTFITTERS
& STATIONERS

THE HOUSE OF SfPVKjt

Ph. 2465* College at 6th.

LEAN ECS

Ask for it either way... both
trade-marks mean the same thing,
•OmEO UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY IY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF HOLLAND
O 1951, Th« Coca-Cola Comoony

